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This invention matches the material quality of a product to target data, even when a materials quality model is insufficient in prediction accuracy. Heating a metallic material, rolling, forging, or leveling the metallic material, and cooling the metallic material are each conducted at least once. Prior to manufacture of a metallic product of a desired size and shape, qualitative data of the metallic material are measured at a position by a materials quality sensor in a manufacturing line, and modifications based on measured data are made to heating, processing, or cooling conditions in at least one of the steps, upstream of the materials measured data sensor so that the quality of the metallic material at the measuring position agrees with target data.
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METHOD FOR CONTROLLING MATERIALS QUALITY IN ROLLING, FORGING, OR LEVELING PROCESS

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to a method and apparatus for controlling materials quality in a rolling, forging, or leveling process. The above method and apparatus are intended to manufacture a product of a desired size and shape by conducting a heating process, a rolling, forging, or leveling process, and a cooling process each at least once for a metallic raw material.

BACKGROUND ART

[0002] The mechanical characteristics (e.g., strength, formability, and tenacity), electromagnetic characteristics (e.g., magnetic permeability), and other properties of metallic materials inclusive of ferrous alloys and aluminum alloys vary not only with the chemical composition of the particular alloy, but also with the heating conditions, its processing conditions, and its cooling conditions. The composition of an alloy is conditioned by controlling an adding rate of constituent element(s). The lot sizes of products during quality governing, however, are too great to change an actual adding rate for each product. To manufacture products of desired quality, therefore, it is very important to enhance product quality by establishing appropriate heating, processing, and cooling conditions.

[0003] A typical traditional control method has been by determining independent data based on many years of experience, such as a heating temperature target value, after-processing dimensional target value, and cooling rate target value, for heating, processing, and cooling conditions each, and for each set of product specifications, and then conducting temperature control and dimensional control to attain the above target data. In recent years, however, the significantly growing sophisticatedness and diversity of the product specifications called for have caused a case in which the desired materials quality cannot be obtained because of appropriate target data not always being determined using such an experimental method.

[0004] In recent years is therefore known a control method in which a materials quality model for estimating product quality from heating conditions, processing conditions, and cooling conditions, is used to determine these conditions for each process through computations to obtain the product quality matching to target data. Patent Reference 1, for example, describes such a control method.

[0005] Another known method is by sampling measured plate thickness and materials temperature data during rolling and then using these data samplings as input data for a materials quality model in order to improve accuracy. In this method, before the rolling of a steel material is started, the materials quality model is used to determine the heating conditions, rolling conditions, and cooling conditions of the steel material from its composition data, its after-rolling size, and its guaranteed quality data. In addition, when measured plate thickness, material temperature, interpass time, roll diameter, and roll speed data is obtained following completion of a heating process, a pre-rolling process, and a finish-rolling process, a schedule concerning the next and subsequent rolling or cooling process conditions, based on the measured data, is set up using the materials quality model to suppress variations in product quality. Patent Reference 2, for example, describes such a control method.

[0006] Meanwhile, a control method that uses a neural network in lieu of a materials quality model is known. This method is used to examine the characteristics of processed or heat-treated metallic materials and assign examination results as teaching data to a neural network to improve the accuracy of prediction with the neural network. Patent Reference 3, for example, describes such a control method.

PATENT REFERENCES


DISCLOSURE OF THE INVENTION

Problems to be Solved by the Invention

[0007] In the above-outlined control method based on a materials quality model, the prediction accuracy of the materials quality model becomes a key point to matching product quality to target data. The relationship between heating, processing, and cooling conditions and the quality of products, however, is very complex, so although various model equations are proposed that include, for example, a theoretical or empirical equation based on the utilization of a metallurgical theory or of thermodynamic data and a regression equation based on actual plant operation data, none of materials quality models based on these equations have not always been satisfactory in prediction accuracy. The deterioration of the accuracy has been significant, particularly when either the heating conditions, the processing conditions, the cooling conditions, or the composition of the alloy was excluded from identification with the materials quality model (in terms of alloy composition, for example, such applies more particularly to multi-means alloys other than C—Si—Mn series iron and steel materials). In addition, even if the large number of model equations forming the materials quality model are each highly accurate in themselves, since the respective errors are stacked on one another, it has been difficult to maintain high total accuracy. For these reasons, the problem of quality being unable to be matched to target data because of the insufficient accuracy of the materials quality model itself has still remained unsolvable, even by using the foregoing control method based on a materials quality model.

[0008] In the control method that uses a neural network in lieu of a materials quality model, although the characteristics of processed or heat-treated metallic materials are examined and examination results are assigned as teaching data to a neural network to improve the accuracy of prediction with the neural network, there has been a problem in that accuracy improvement becomes a time-consuming operation for the reasons below. That is, the relationship between heating, processing, and cooling conditions and the quality of products is very complex as mentioned above, and to simulate this relationship accurately, a large-scale neural network spanning a large number of hierarchical levels is required and a vast volume of teaching data must be given for the neural network to learn the relationship. Using a smaller-scale neural network, of course, correspondingly reduces the teaching data volume required, but in that case, there has been another problem in that an applicable plant-operating range is limited.
The present invention has been made in order to solve the above problems, and an object of the invention is to match product quality to target data, even when a materials quality model is not high enough in prediction accuracy.

Means for Solving the Problems

0010 The present invention provides a method for controlling materials quality in a rolling, forging, or leveling process, the method comprising:

0011 conducting, at least once, each of the heating step of heating a metallic material, the processing step of rolling, forging, or leveling the metallic material, and the cooling step of cooling the metallic material; and

0012 prior to manufacture of a metallic product of a desired size and shape, measuring qualitative data of the metallic material at a position by means of a materials quality sensor installed in a manufacturing line, and then in accordance with the measured data, making modifications to heating, processing, or cooling conditions in at least one of the steps upstream with respect to the materials quality sensor so that the quality of the metallic material at the measuring position agrees with target data.

0013 Also, the present invention provides a method for controlling materials quality in a rolling, forging, or leveling process, the method comprising:

0014 conducting, at least once, each of the heating step of heating a metallic material, the processing step of rolling, forging, or leveling the metallic material, and the cooling step of cooling the metallic material; and

0015 prior to manufacture of a metallic product of a desired size and shape, measuring qualitative data of the metallic material at a position by means of a materials quality sensor installed in a manufacturing line, comparing the measured data with metallic material quality data estimates at the measuring position that have been calculated from actual heating conditions, processing conditions, and cooling conditions of the metallic material by use of a materials quality model, modifying the materials quality model in accordance with the comparison results, and determining subsequent heating conditions, processing conditions, and cooling conditions of the metallic material in the respective steps, by use of the modified materials quality model.

0016 Also, the present invention provides a method for controlling materials quality in a rolling, forging, or leveling process, the method comprising:

0017 conducting, at least once, each of the heating step of heating a metallic material, the processing step of rolling, forging, or leveling the metallic material, and the cooling step of cooling the metallic material; and

0018 prior to manufacture of a metallic product of a desired size and shape, measuring qualitative data of the metallic material at a position by means of a materials quality sensor installed in a manufacturing line, comparing the measured data with metallic material quality data estimates at the measuring position that have been calculated from actual heating conditions, processing conditions, and cooling conditions of the metallic material by use of a materials quality model, modifying the materials quality model in accordance with the comparison results, and determining subsequent heating conditions, processing conditions, and cooling conditions of the metallic material in the respective steps, by use of the modified materials quality model.

0019 Also, the present invention provides a method for controlling materials quality in a rolling, forging, or leveling process, the method comprising:

0020 conducting, at least once, each of the heating step of heating a metallic material, the processing step of rolling, forging, or leveling the metallic material, and the cooling step of cooling the metallic material; and

0021 prior to manufacture of a metallic product of a desired size and shape, measuring qualitative data of the metallic material by means of a materials quality sensor installed in a manufacturing line, and then in accordance with measured data, making modifications to heating, processing, or cooling conditions of the metallic material in at least one of the steps downstream with respect to the materials quality sensor by means of a materials quality model so that the quality of the metallic material at a materials quality control point provided in any position downstream with respect to the materials quality sensor will agree with target data.

0022 Also, the present invention provides an apparatus for controlling materials quality in a rolling, forging, or leveling process, the apparatus comprising:

0023 at least one means for each of heating a metallic material, rolling, forging, or leveling the metallic material, and cooling the metallic material;

0024 data settings calculation means connected to a manufacturing line for manufacturing a metallic product of a desired size and shape, wherein, in accordance with information on a size and shape of the metallic material, on a target size and shape of the product, and on composition and other factors of the metallic material, the information being given from a host computer, the data settings calculation means calculates and outputs data settings on the heating means, the processing means, and the cooling means;

0025 a heating controller, a processing controller, and a cooling controller which control a heater, a processor, and a cooler, respectively, on the basis of the data settings;

0026 a materials quality sensor installed in the manufacturing line in order to measure qualitative data of the metallic material; and

0027 heating correction means, processing correction means, and cooling correction means, each of which, to ensure that the data measured by the materials quality sensor will agree with target data, corrects the data settings output from the data settings calculation means to the heating means, processing means, and cooling means disposed upstream with respect to the materials quality sensor.

0028 Also, the present invention provides an apparatus comprising:

0029 a materials quality sensor installed in the manufacturing line in order to measure, at a position, qualitative data of the metallic material;

0030 materials quality model computing means for estimating, by means of a materials quality model, the quality of the metallic material at the measuring position from actual heating conditions, processing conditions, and cooling conditions of the metallic material;

0031 materials quality model learning means for conducting comparisons between data measurements by the materials quality sensor and arithmetic results by the materials quality model computing means, and learning an error of the materials quality model; and

0032 materials quality model correction means for correcting the materials quality model by correcting the arithmetic results of the materials quality model computing means
in accordance with the learning results obtained by the materials quality model learning means;

[0033] wherein the data settings calculation means calculates and outputs data settings on each of the heating means, the processing means, and the cooling means, in accordance with the as-corrected-material quality data estimates that the materials quality model correction means outputs.

[0034] Also, the present invention provides an apparatus comprising:

[0035] a materials quality sensor installed in the manufacturing line in order to measure qualitative data of the metallic material; and

[0036] materials quality model computing means for estimating, by means of a materials quality model, the quality of the metallic material at a materials quality control point provided in any position downstream with respect to the materials quality sensor;

[0037] wherein the data settings calculation means calculates and outputs data settings on each of the heating means, the processing means, and the cooling means so that arithmetic results by the materials quality model computing means will agree with the target data given from the host computer.

[0038] Also, the present invention provides an apparatus comprising:

[0039] a materials quality sensor installed in a manufacturing line in order to measure qualitative data of the metallic material; and

[0040] heating correction means, processing correction means, and cooling correction means, each of which, to ensure that the quality of the material at a materials quality control point provided in any position downstream with respect to the materials quality sensor will agree with the target data given from the host computer, correct the data settings output from the data settings calculation means to the heating means, processing means, and cooling means disposed downstream with respect to the materials quality sensor.

EFFECTS OF THE INVENTION

[0041] According to the present invention, quality of a material at a measuring position by a materials quality sensor can be controlled for matching to target data. The materials subsequently processed also become controllable so that quality of each material at a measuring position by the materials quality sensor will match to target data. In addition, materials quality estimation errors due to variations in materials quality at the materials quality sensor position can be prevented from occurring, and the materials quality at a materials quality control point can be matched to target data. Furthermore, it is possible to prevent the occurrence of materials quality estimation errors due to variations in materials quality at the materials quality sensor position, and to maintain constant materials quality at a materials quality control point.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0042] FIG. 1 is a block diagram showing a method and apparatus for controlling materials quality in a rolling, forging, or leveling process according to a first embodiment of the present invention;

[0043] FIG. 2 is a block diagram showing a method and apparatus for controlling materials quality in a rolling, forging, or leveling process according to a second embodiment of the present invention;

[0044] FIG. 3 is a block diagram showing a method and apparatus for controlling materials quality in a rolling, forging, or leveling process according to a third embodiment of the present invention;

[0045] FIG. 4 is a block diagram showing a method and apparatus for controlling materials quality in a rolling, forging, or leveling process according to a fourth embodiment of the present invention;

[0046] FIG. 5 is a block diagram showing the conventional method and apparatus for controlling materials quality in a rolling, forging, or leveling process, the present invention presupposing the conventional method and apparatus.

DESCRIPTION OF SYMBOLS

[0047] 1 metallic material to be rolled
[0048] 2 heater
[0049] 3 processor
[0050] 4 cooler
[0051] 5 host computer
[0052] 6 data settings calculation means
[0053] 7 heating controller
[0054] 8 processing (rolling) controller
[0055] 9 cooling controller
[0056] 10 materials quality sensor
[0057] 11 heating correction means
[0058] 12 processing correction means
[0059] 13 cooling correction means
[0060] 14 materials quality model
[0061] 15 materials quality learning means
[0062] 16 materials quality model correction means

BEST MODE FOR CARRYING OUT THE INVENTION

[0063] Embodiments of the present invention will be described hereunder with reference to the accompanying drawings in order to detail the invention. A rolling process for iron and steel materials is taken as an example of a metallic product manufacturing process in these embodiments. However, the invention is likewise applicable to the forging or leveling or other manufacturing process performed to manufacture a product of a desired size and shape by executing each of a heating process step, a processing step, and a cooling process step, at least once for a metallic material.

[0064] FIG. 5 is a block diagram showing the conventional method and apparatus for controlling materials quality in a rolling, forging, or leveling process, the present invention presupposing the conventional method and apparatus. As shown in FIG. 5, a metallic material 1 to be rolled, such as a ferrous alloy or an aluminum alloy, is heated by a heater 2, then processed into a desired product size and shape by a processor 3 such as a rolling mill, and cooled by a cooler 4 to become a product. The heater 2, the processor 3, and the cooler 4 can each be provided in a plurality of positions. Also, these devices can be arranged in any order. The heater 2 generally heats the material by combusting a fuel gas. The heater 2, however, can be of a type which uses induction heating to heat the material. Temperature of the material after being heated differs according to a particular alloy composition of the metallic material, the processing method used, and the prod-
uct specifications required. For hot- or warm-rolling a steel material into a thin plate, however, the above temperature ranges from about 500° C. to 1300° C. For hot- or warm-rolling an aluminum material into a thin plate, the temperature ranges from about 150° C. to 600° C. Although a reverse rolling mill or a tandem rolling mill is used as the processor 3, a forging machine or a leveler or the like can be used instead. The rolling mill has a motor drive for driving a roll, a rolling device for changing an angle of the roll, and/or other devices. These devices, however, are not shown. The rolling mill can reverse a rotational direction of its roll to deform the material a plurality of times. The cooler 4 supplies cooling water from a multipipe arrangement thereabove and therebelow to the surfaces of the material, thus lowering the temperature thereof. The cooling water piping includes a flow-regulating valve, an opening angle of which can be changed to change a cooling rate.

[0065] During control of the above rolling equipment, target data on a size and shape of the metallic material, on a target size and shape of a product, on composition (alloying element content) of the metallic material, and on other factors, is initially given from a host computer 5 to a data settings calculation means 6. In accordance with the information from the host computer 5, the data settings calculation means 6 allows for various restrictions and determines heating conditions, processing conditions, cooling conditions, and the like, so as to match the product size and shape to the target data. The heating conditions refer to a heating temperature $T_{\text{H,CL}}$, a heating time, and others. The processing conditions refer to pass-by-pass outlet-side plate thicknesses (pass schedule) $h_{\text{CL}}$, interpass rolling rates (roll-rolling speeds) $V_{\text{CL,CL}}$, interpass standby time periods $T_{\text{CL}}$, and others of the rolling mill. The cooling conditions refer to a cooling rate $g_{\text{CL}}$ at the cooler 4 downstream of the rolling mill, and other conditions. The restrictions include, for example, restrictions on a rolling load rating of the rolling device, restrictions on motor power, restrictions on an engagement angle with respect to the roll, equipment-operating restrictions on a rolling load for normal maintained levelness of the plate, and restrictions on maximum motor speed. Mathematical techniques for finding a solution under the restrictions include various known approaches such as linear programming and the Newton method. An appropriate one of these techniques can be selected considering solution-finding stability, a convergence rate, and other factors. Japanese Patent No. 26357996, for example, discloses such a pass schedule calculation method. In accordance with calculation results by the data settings calculation means 6, a heating controller 7 controls a flow rate of a fuel gas to be supplied to a heating furnace, controls the amount of electric power required for an induction heater, or changes an in-furnace dwelling time of the material. An input rate of heat to the material is thus adjusted. A processing (rolling) controller 8 controls the angle of the roll, a speed thereof, and others, in accordance with the calculation results by the data settings calculation means 6. A cooling controller 9 changes a cooling rate (operating speed of the cooler) by controlling a flow rate and pressure of the cooling water in accordance with the calculation results by the data settings calculation means 6.

First Embodiment

[0066] FIG. 1 is a block diagram showing a method and apparatus for controlling materials quality in a rolling, forging, or leveling process according to a first embodiment of the present invention.

[0067] Operation of a data settings calculation means 6, a heating controller 7, a processing controller 8, a cooling controller 9, a heater 2, a processor 3, and a cooler 4, is the same as in the conventional method and apparatus underlying the present invention.

[0068] A materials quality sensor 10 is installed at any position downstream with respect to at least one of the heater 2, processor 3, and cooler 4 in an associated manufacturing line. The heater 2, processor 3, and cooler 4 upstream with respect to the materials quality sensor 10 can each be provided in a plurality of positions and arranged in any order. The materials quality sensor 10 is desirably of a non-contact and/or nondestructive type in terms of, for example, durability. The materials quality sensor 10 can be, for example, of a type which directly measures magnetic permeability and other materials properties. The sensor can otherwise be of a type which indirectly measures materials properties by detecting electrical resistance, ultrasonic propagation characteristics, radiation scattering characteristics, and/or other physical quantities that exhibit a strong correlation with quality of a material to be controlled, and converting detected physical quantities into a crystal grain size, formability data, and/or other quality-associated data of the material. Sensors such as the materials quality sensor 10 employ various detection methods. Japanese Patent Laid-open No. 57-57255, for example, discloses a method of measuring the crystal grain size or aggregate structure of a material in accordance with a change in intensity of the ultrasonic waves implanted in the material, and with detected propagation rate data. A laser ultrasonic device that has been developed in recent years, an electromagnetic ultrasonic device, or the like can be used to transmit/receive ultrasonic waves, and Japanese Patent Laid-open No. 2001-255306, for example, discloses an example of a laser ultrasonic device. Laser ultrasonic devices feature long ranging from the surface of a material to a materials quality sensor and is very useful particularly when hot measurement and on-line measurement are required. In addition, Japanese Patent Laid-open No. 56-82443 discloses a device that measures a transformation rate of a steel material from the magnetic flux intensity detected by a magnetic flux detector. Furthermore, Japanese Patent Publication No. 6-87054 discloses a Lankford value measuring method that utilizes electromagnetic ultrasonic waves.

[0069] In addition to target data on a size and shape of the metallic material, on a target size and shape of a product, on composition (alloying element content) of the metallic material, and on other factors, a material quality target value to be achieved at a measuring position of the materials quality sensor 10 is given from the host computer 5 to the data settings calculation means 6. The material quality here refers to some of mechanical characteristics such as tensile strength, yield strength, tenacity, and ductility, electromagnetic characteristics such as magnetic permeability, or the crystal grain size, preferred crystal orientation characteristics, abundance ratios of various crystalline structures that each have a strong correlation with the above mechanical and/or electromagnetic characteristics.

[0070] A heating correction means 11 conducts a heating temperature correction based on data measurements by the materials quality sensor 10, and outputs correction results to the heating controller 7. The correction uses, for example, the following expression:
Numerical expression 1

\[ T_{SET} = T_{CAL} - \frac{w_1 \cdot K_1}{(\partial X / \partial T)} (X_{ACT} - X_{AIM}) \]

where

- \(T_{SET}\) an after-correction heating temperature setting (°C),
- \(T_{CAL}\) a before-correction heating temperature setting (=calculated setting) (°C),
- \(X_{ACT}\) a value measured by the materials quality sensor,
- \(X_{AIM}\) a material quality target value,
- \(K_1\) an influence coefficient,
- \(w_1\) a weighting coefficient.

[0071] Gain \(K_1\) is determined with response characteristics and others of the heater 2 taken into account. Weighting coefficient \(w_1\) is determined in consideration of equipment-operating stability and a balance with the corrections conducted by the heating correction means 11, the processing correction means 12, and the cooling correction means 13.

The influence coefficient is obtained by numerically differentiating a materials quality model (described later herein) as follows:

Numerical expression 2

\[ \frac{(\partial X)}{(\partial T)} = \frac{X^* - X^-}{2 \cdot \Delta T} \]

where \(\Delta T\) is a very insignificant variation (°C),
- \(X^*\) the material quality at the materials quality sensor position, based on the materials quality model calculations assuming that the heating temperature is increased by \(\Delta T\), and
- \(X^-\) the material quality at the materials quality sensor position, based on the materials quality model calculations assuming that the heating temperature is reduced by \(\Delta T\).

[0072] Although the influence coefficient is desirably calculated on-line from actual equipment-operating conditions (such as the material temperature), if gain \(K_1\) is reduced, a value that has been previously calculated off-line from standard operating conditions can be used as an alternative.

[0073] Using an induction heater makes it possible to adjust rapidly an increase rate of the material temperature by providing a semiconductor circuit or the like and changing the amount of electric power to be supplied to a coil. Using the induction heater is therefore preferred since this method allows enhancement of gain \(K_1\) and more highly accurate material control.

[0074] Next, in accordance with data measurements by the materials quality sensor 10, the processing correction means 12 corrects pass-by-pass outlet-side plate thicknesses \(V_{CAL}\), interpass rolling rates \(V_{CAL}\), or interpass standby time periods \(t_{CAL}\), so as to obtain appropriate processing conditions of the material at the processor 3, such as pass-by-pass deformation levels, pass-by-pass deformation rates, and pass-by-pass processing intervals. Correction results are output to the processing controller 8. Either interpass standby time period \(t_{CAL}\) for example, is corrected using the following expression:

Numerical expression 3

\[ t_{SET} = t_{CAL} - \frac{w_2 \cdot K_2}{(\partial X / \partial t)} (X_{ACT} - X_{AIM}) \]

where

- \(t_{SET}\) an after-correction interpass time setting (sec),
- \(t_{CAL}\) a before-correction interpass time setting (=calculated setting) (sec),
- \(X_{ACT}\) a value measured by the materials quality sensor,
- \(X_{AIM}\) a material quality target value,
- \(K_2\) an influence coefficient,
- \(w_2\) a weighting coefficient.

[0075] Gain \(K_2\) is determined considering factors such as a control delay time in transfer from a particular pass to the materials quality sensor 10. Weighting coefficient \(w_2\) is determined in consideration of equipment-operating stability and the balance with the corrections conducted by the heating correction means 11, the processing correction means 12, and the cooling correction means 13. The influence coefficient is obtained by numerically differentiating a materials quality model (described later herein) as follows:

Numerical expression 4

\[ \frac{(\partial X)}{(\partial t)} = \frac{X^* - X^-}{2 \cdot \Delta t} \]

where \(\Delta t\) is a very insignificant variation (sec),
- \(X^*\) the material quality at the materials quality sensor position, based on the materials quality model calculations assuming that the interpass time is increased by \(\Delta t\), and
- \(X^-\) the material quality at the materials quality sensor position, based on the materials quality model calculations assuming that the interpass time is reduced by \(\Delta t\).

[0076] The above also applies to corrections of pass-by-pass outlet-side plate thicknesses (pass schedule) \(V_{CAL}\) and of interpass rolling rates (roll-rotating speeds) \(V_{CAL}\).

[0077] Furthermore, the cooling correction means 13 corrects, for example, a cooling rate in accordance with the data measurements by the materials quality sensor 10, and outputs correction results to the cooling controller 9. The correction uses, for example, the following expression:
In the above, a materials quality model is used to calculate in-process changes in materials quality predictively with a pass schedule, a rolling rate, a materials temperature, and other factors as input conditions. Various materials quality models are proposed and commonly known ones consist of the group of numerical expressions that denotes, for example, static recrystallization, static recovery, dynamic recrystallization, dynamic recovery, and grain growth. One such model is described in “Plastic Processing Technology—Series 7, Plate Rolling”, pp. 198-229, published by the Corona Publishing Co., Ltd. This textbook describes theoretical equations and their respective originals. The described theoretical equations, however, are established only for part of wide-ranging kinds of alloys, and there are many kinds of alloys for which a theoretical equation is not yet established. A simplified model derived from statistical processing based on actual plant performance data is used as a substitute in such a case. An example of such a simplified model is described in “Materials and Processes”, 2004, Vol. 17, p. 227, published by the Iron and Steel Institute of Japan.

Second Embodiment

Fig. 2 is a block diagram showing a method and apparatus for controlling materials quality in a rolling, forging, or leveling process according to a second embodiment of the present invention.

Operation of a materials quality sensor 10, a heater 2, a processor 3, a cooler 4, a heating controller 7, a processing controller 8, and a cooling controller 9, is the same as in the first embodiment. In addition to target data on a metallic material size, on a product size, and on other factors, a material quality target value $X_{aim}$ to be achieved at a measuring position of the materials quality sensor 10 is given from a host computer 5, as in the first embodiment. Manufacturing conditions are given from a data settings calculation means 6 to a materials quality model 14, and an outlet-side material quality reference value $X_{aim}$ is given from the host computer 5.

A materials quality learning means 15 compares a value $X_{aim}$ that has been measured by the materials quality sensor 10 with the material quality value $X_{aim}$ at a measuring position that has been estimated using the materials quality model, and then a materials quality model correction means 16 introduces modifications in the estimated material quality value $X_{aim}$, based on comparison results. This materials quality model is the same as that of the first embodiment.

A modification by the materials quality model is conducted, for example, in the following order: First, a correction term $Z$ is provided that is based on materials quality model learning (hereinafter, this term is referred to as the learning term). Zero is assigned as an initial value of $Z$.

A difference between the value $X_{aim}$ measured by the materials quality sensor 10, and the material quality value $X_{aim}$ estimated by the materials quality model before it conducts the modification, is taken as a deviation $d$ after data measurement by the materials quality sensor 10.

\[
\delta = X_{aim} - X_{aim}
\]
This deviation is exponentially smoothed with a value of the learning term existing after an immediately preceding learning operation, and the result obtained is taken as a learning result.

\[[\text{Numerical expression 8}]
Z_\text{p} = \left(1 - \alpha\right)Z_{p-1} + \alpha B
\]

\[[\text{Numerical expression 9}]
X'_{\text{CAL}} = X'_{\text{ADM}} + Z
\]

It is possible, by executing materials quality model learning based on the value measured by the materials quality sensor \(10\), to progressively enhance the materials quality model accuracy as plant operation is continued, and control the heater \(2\), the processor \(3\), and the cooler \(4\) so that material quality of a product or of a semi-finished product will agree with target data.

A method of updating the learning term of the materials quality model is not limited to exponential smoothing. For example, it is possible to use stratified learning adapted to save learning results in a database which uses, as its stratification keys, target plate thickness, target plate width, the kinds of alloys, and other parameters, or to use a neural-network-based learning method that employs similar parameters and the above-mentioned materials quality deviation \(d\) as its teaching data.

**Third Embodiment**

**Fig. 3** is a block diagram showing a method and apparatus for controlling materials quality in a rolling, forging, or leveling process according to a third embodiment of the present invention.

Operation of a data settings calculation means \(6\), a heating controller \(7\), a processing controller \(8\), a cooling controller \(9\), a heater \(2\), a processor \(3\), and a cooler \(4\) is the same as in the present embodiment and apparatus under the present invention.

A materials quality sensor \(10\) is installed at any position upstream with respect to at least one of the heater \(2\), processor \(3\), and cooler \(4\) in an associated manufacturing line. The heater \(2\), processor \(3\), and cooler \(4\) downstream with respect to the materials quality sensor \(10\) can each be provided in a plurality of positions and arranged in any order.

In addition, any point on the upstream side with respect to the materials quality sensor \(10\) in the manufacturing line is defined as a materials quality control point. For a reverse rolling mill, provided that a particular pass is one during which materials quality data has been measured by the materials quality sensor \(10\), any position on the line can be defined as the materials quality control point, irrespective of physical equipment arrangement. In addition to target data on a size and shape of a metallic material to be controlled, on a target size and shape of a product, on composition (alloying element content) of the metallic material, and on other factors, the material quality target value \(X'_{\text{ADM}}\) called for at the materials quality control point is given from a host computer \(5\) to the data settings calculation means \(6\).

Target material quality to be achieved at the materials quality control point may be a material of a type different from the type of material detected by the materials quality sensor \(10\). For example, during iron and steel hot strip rolling, there is a strong correlation between an austenite grain size on the outlet side of a finish-rolling mill and a ferrite grain size on the inlet side of a winding machine. Therefore, the austenite grain size may be detected using a materials quality sensor installed on the outlet side of the finish-rolling mill, and the ferrite grain size at the materials quality control point set up on the inlet side of the winding machine may be controlled to match to target data.

The materials quality model \(14\) used is of the same type as that shown in the first embodiment, and when conditions for operating the heater \(2\), the processor \(3\), and the cooler \(4\) are assigned from the settings calculation means \(6\), the material quality value \(X'_{\text{CAL}}\) estimated at the materials quality control point is calculated with an inlet-side material quality reference value \(Y'_{\text{CAL}}\) as its starting point.

The settings calculation means \(6\) uses the materials quality model \(14\) to determine data settings for the heater \(2\), the processor \(3\), and the cooler \(4\), so as to satisfy, in addition to various restrictions, the condition that the material quality \(X'_{\text{CAL}}\) estimated at the materials quality control point should be matched to the material quality target value \(X'_{\text{ADM}}\).

The heating conditions, processing conditions, and cooling conditions that satisfy the above conditions can be obtained by, for example, repeating several times such correcting operations as described below.

First, a heating temperature data setting for the heater is corrected as follows:

\[[\text{Numerical expression 10}]
T'_{\text{CAL}} = T'_{\text{CAL}} - \frac{w_1 \cdot K_1}{\left(\frac{\partial X}{\partial T}\right)} \cdot X'_{\text{CAL}} - X'_{\text{ADM}}
\]

where

- \(T'_{\text{CAL}}\): a heating temperature setting (°C.),
- \(X'_{\text{CAL}}\): the material quality value estimated at the materials quality control point by materials quality model calculation with the inlet-side material quality reference value \(Y'_{\text{CAL}}\) as its starting point,
- \(X'_{\text{ADM}}\): the material quality target value at the materials quality control point,

\(\frac{\partial X}{\partial T}\)

an influence coefficient, \(K_1\) a gain (-), and \(w_1\) a weighting coefficient (-).

Gain \(K_1\) and weighting coefficient \(w_1\) are determined similarly to those of the first embodiment. The influence coefficient is obtained by numerically differentiating the materials quality model as follows:
where

ΔT is a very insignificant variation (°C.),

X* the material quality to be achieved at the materials quality control point, based on the materials quality model calculations assuming that the heating temperature is increased by ΔT, and

X' the material quality to be achieved at the materials quality control point, based on the materials quality model calculations assuming that the heating temperature is reduced by ΔT.

[0102] Next, pass-by-pass outlet-side plate thicknesses hCAL, interpass rolling rates V'CAL, or interpass standby time periods tCAL are corrected to obtain appropriate processing conditions of the material at the processor, such as pass-by-pass deformation levels, pass-by-pass deformation rates, and pass-by-pass processing intervals. Either interpass standby time period tCAL, for example, is corrected using the following expression:

\[
\frac{\partial X}{\partial t} = \frac{X' - X^*}{2 \cdot \Delta t}
\]

where

tCAL an interpass time setting (sec),

X'CAL the material quality value estimated at the materials quality control point by materials quality model calculation,

X'AML the material quality target value at the materials quality control point,

an influence coefficient, Kα a gain (−), and wα a weighting coefficient (−).

[0103] Gain Kα and weighting coefficient wα are determined similarly to those of the first embodiment. The influence coefficient is obtained by numerically differentiating the materials quality model as follows:

\[
\frac{\partial X}{\partial a} = \frac{X' - X^*}{2 \cdot \Delta a}
\]

where

Δa is a very insignificant variation (° C./s),

X' the material quality to be achieved at the materials quality control point, based on the materials quality model calculations assuming that the cooling rate is increased by Δa, and

X* the material quality to be achieved at the materials quality control point, based on the materials quality model calculations assuming that the cooling rate is reduced by Δa.

[0105] Additionally, the cooling rate is corrected. This correction uses, for example, the following expression:

\[
a^{CAL} = a^{CAL} - \frac{w_2 \cdot K_2}{\frac{\partial X}{\partial a}} \left( X^{CAL} - X^{AML} \right)
\]

an influence coefficient,

Kα a gain (−), and

wα a weighting coefficient (−).

[0106] Gain Kα and weighting coefficient wα are determined similarly to those of the first embodiment. The influence coefficient is obtained by numerically differentiating the materials quality model as follows:

\[
\frac{\partial X}{\partial a} = \frac{X' - X^*}{2 \cdot \Delta a}
\]

where

Δa is a very insignificant variation (° C./s),

X' the material quality to be achieved at the materials quality control point, based on the materials quality model calculations assuming that the cooling rate is increased by Δa, and

X* the material quality to be achieved at the materials quality control point, based on the materials quality model calculations assuming that the cooling rate is reduced by Δa.

[0107] Adopting such a construction as set forth above allows the heater, the processor, and the cooler to be controlled in accordance with the data measurements of a raw material or a partly-finished product by the materials quality sensor of a manufacturing line so that the quality of the material at the measuring position agrees with target data.

Fourth Embodiment

[0108] FIG. 4 is a block diagram showing a method and apparatus for controlling materials quality in a rolling, forging, or leveling process according to a fourth embodiment of the present invention.

[0109] Operation of a data settings calculation means 6, a heating controller 7, a processing controller 8, a cooling con-
controller 9, a heater 2, a processor 3, and a cooler 4, is the same as in the conventional method and apparatus underlying the present invention. In addition, an inlet-side material quality reference value YREF is given, as in the third embodiment.

[0110] The materials quality model 14 used is of the same type as that shown in the first embodiment, and when conditions for operating the heater 2, the processor 3, and the cooler 4 are assigned from the settings calculation means 6, the material quality value XCAL estimated at a materials quality control point is calculated with the inlet-side material quality reference value YREF as its starting point.

[0111] Before a material to be controlled arrives at a materials quality sensor, the settings calculation means 6 determines data settings for the heater 2, the processor 3, and the cooler 4, as in the conventional method and apparatus underlying the present invention. When the material arrives at the materials quality sensor and an actual material quality value (hereinafter, referred to as an actual inlet-side material quality value YACT) is obtained, this value is compared with the inlet-side material quality reference value YREF. In accordance with comparison results, a heating correction means, a processing correction means, and a cooling correction means conduct corrections on calculated data settings such as a heating temperature, pass-by-pass outlet-side plate thicknesses, pass-by-pass rolling temperatures, and a cooling rate.

[0112] The heating correction means 11 corrects the heating temperature on the basis of the value measured by materials quality sensor 10, and outputs correction results to the heating controller 7. This correction uses, for example, the following expression:

\[
T_{SET} = T_{CAL} - w_1 \cdot K_1 \left( \frac{\partial X}{\partial T} \right) (Y_{ACT} - Y_{REF})
\]  

(16)

where

- \(T_{SET}\) is an after-correction heating temperature setting (°C.),
- \(T_{CAL}\) a before-correction heating temperature setting (calculated setting) (°C.),
- \(Y_{ACT}\) the value measured by the materials quality sensor,
- \(Y_{REF}\) a material quality target value,
- \(\frac{\partial X}{\partial T}\) an influence coefficient,
- \(\frac{\partial X}{\partial Y}\) an influence coefficient,
- \(K_1\) a gain (-), and
- \(w_1\) a weighting coefficient (-).
Gain $K_1$, weighting coefficient $w_1$, and the influence coefficient

\[
\left(\frac{\partial X}{\partial Y}\right)
\]

are determined similarly to those of the first embodiment. The influence coefficient

\[
\left(\frac{\partial X}{\partial t}\right)
\]

are determined similarly to those of the first embodiment. The influence coefficient

\[
\left(\frac{\partial X}{\partial Y}\right)
\]

is calculated in a manner similar to that of calculation with the heating correction means.

Furthermore, the cooling correction means 12 corrects, for example, a cooling rate in accordance with the data measurements by the materials quality sensor 10, and outputs correction results to the cooling controller 9. The correction uses, for example, the following expression:

\[
a^{REF} = a^{CAL} - w_2 \cdot K_2 \left(\frac{\partial X}{\partial Y}\right) \cdot (y^{REF} - y^{REF})
\]  \hspace{1cm} (19)

where

\(a^{REF}\) is an after-correction cooling rate setting ($^\circ$ C/s),

\(a^{CAL}\) a before-correction cooling rate setting (calculated setting) ($^\circ$ C/s),

\(y^{REF}\) a value measured by the materials quality sensor,

\(y^{REF}\) a material quality target value,

\[
\left(\frac{\partial X}{\partial Y}\right)
\]

an influence coefficient,

\[
\left(\frac{\partial X}{\partial t}\right)
\]

an influence coefficient,

$K_2$ a gain (-), and

$w_2$ a weighting coefficient (-).

INDUSTRIAL APPLICABILITY

1. A method for controlling materials quality in a rolling, forging, or leveling process, the method comprising:
   conducting, at least once, each of heating a metallic material, rolling, forging, or leveling the metallic material, and cooling the metallic material; and
   prior to manufacture of a metallic product of a desired size and shape, measuring qualitative data of the metallic material at a measuring position, using a materials quality sensor installed in a manufacturing line, and, in accordance with the qualitative data measured, making modifications to at least one of heating, processing, or cooling conditions upstream of the materials quality sensor so that the qualitative data of the metallic material at the measuring position agrees with target data.

2. A method for controlling materials quality in a rolling, forging, or leveling process, the method comprising:
   conducting, at least once, each of heating a metallic material, rolling, forging, or leveling the metallic material, and cooling the metallic material; and
   prior to manufacture of a metallic product of a desired size and shape, measuring qualitative data of the metallic material at a measuring position, using a materials quality sensor installed in a manufacturing line, comparing the qualitative data measured with metallic material quality data estimates at the measuring position that have been calculated from actual heating conditions, processing conditions, and cooling conditions of the metallic material, using a materials quality model, modifying the materials quality model in accordance with results of the comparison, and determining subsequent
heating conditions, processing conditions, and cooling conditions of the metallic material using the materials quality model as modified.

3. A method for controlling materials quality in a rolling, forging, or leveling process, the method comprising: conducting, at least once, each of heating a metallic material, rolling, forging, or leveling the metallic material, and cooling the metallic material; and prior to manufacture of a metallic product of a desired size and shape, measuring qualitative data of the metallic material, using a materials quality sensor installed in a manufacturing line, and, in accordance with the qualitative data measured, calculating at least one of heating, processing, or cooling conditions of the metallic material, downstream with respect to the materials quality sensor, using a materials quality model so that equality of the metallic material at a materials quality control point located at any position downstream with respect to the materials quality sensor will agree with target data.

4. A method for controlling materials quality in a rolling, forging, or leveling process, the method comprising: conducting, at least once, each of the heating a metallic material, rolling, forging, or leveling the metallic material, and cooling the metallic material; and prior to manufacture of a metallic product of a desired size and shape, measuring qualitative data of the metallic material, using a materials quality sensor installed in a manufacturing line, and, in accordance with the qualitative data measured, modifying at least one of heating, processing, or cooling conditions of the metallic material, downstream with respect to the materials quality sensor, using a materials quality model so that the quality of the metallic material at a materials quality control point located at any position downstream with respect to the materials quality sensor will agree with target data.

5. The rolling process materials quality control method according to claim 1, wherein the manufacturing line comprises

- a water-cooling site immediately after of a processing site which uses a rolling mill, and
- a materials quality sensor at both or either of two locations, one location being between the processing site and the cooling site, and the other location being an outlet of the cooling site.

6. The materials quality control method according to claim 1, wherein the materials quality sensor comprises ultrasonic wave transmitting means, ultrasonic wave detecting means, and signal processing means, and the method includes detecting the quality of the metallic material based on ultrasonic wave propagation characteristics of the material.

7. The materials quality control method according to claim 6, wherein the material quality data detected by the materials quality sensor is crystal grain size of a crystal-containing metallic material in a path of ultrasonic wave propagation.

8. The materials quality control method according to claim 7, including generating an ultrasonic wave by irradiating the metallic material with pulsed laser light.

9. The materials quality control method according to claim 7, including detecting ultrasonic vibration of the metallic material based on a phase difference between the laser light irradiating the metallic material, and a reflected beam of the irradiating light.

10. The materials quality control method according to claim 1, including heating the material by induction.

11. The materials quality control method according to claim 1, wherein the metallic material is selected from the group consisting of an iron-containing alloy, an aluminum-containing alloy, a copper-containing alloy, and a titanium-containing alloy.

12. The materials quality control method according to claim 1, including heating an iron-and-steel material by induction.

13-16. (canceled)

17. The rolling process materials quality control method according to claim 2, wherein the manufacturing line comprises

- a water-cooling site at immediately after of a processing site which uses a rolling mill, and
- a materials quality sensor at both or either of two locations, one location being between the processing site and the cooling site, and the other location being an outlet of the cooling site.

18. The rolling process materials quality control method according to claim 3, wherein the manufacturing line comprises

- a water-cooling site at immediately after of a processing site which uses a rolling mill, and
- a materials quality sensor at both or either of two locations, one location being between the processing site and the cooling site, and the other location being an outlet of the cooling site.

19. The rolling process materials quality control method according to claim 4, wherein the manufacturing line comprises

- a water-cooling site at immediately after of a processing site which uses a rolling mill, and
- a materials quality sensor at both or either of two locations, one location being between the processing site and the cooling site, and the other location being an outlet of the cooling site.

20. The materials quality control method according to claim 2, wherein the materials quality sensor comprises ultrasonic wave transmitting means, ultrasonic wave detecting means, and signal processing means, and the method includes detecting the quality of the metallic material based on ultrasonic wave propagation characteristics of the material.

21. The materials quality control method according to claim 3, wherein the materials quality sensor comprises ultrasonic wave transmitting means, ultrasonic wave detecting means, and signal processing means, and the method includes detecting the quality of the metallic material based on ultrasonic wave propagation characteristics of the material.

22. The materials quality control method according to claim 4, wherein the materials quality sensor comprises ultrasonic wave transmitting means, ultrasonic wave detecting means, and signal processing means, and the method includes detecting the quality of the metallic material based on ultrasonic wave propagation characteristics of the material.

23. The materials quality control method according to claim 2, including heating the material by induction.

24. The materials quality control method according to claim 3, including heating the material by induction.

25. The materials quality control method according to claim 4, including heating the material by induction.

26. The materials quality control method according to claim 2, wherein the metallic material is selected from the
group consisting of an iron-containing alloy, an aluminum-containing alloy, a copper-containing alloy, and a titanium-containing alloy.

27. The materials quality control method according to claim 3, wherein the metallic material is selected from the group consisting of an iron-containing alloy, an aluminum-containing alloy, a copper-containing alloy, and a titanium-containing alloy.

28. The materials quality control method according to claim 4, wherein the metallic material is selected from the group consisting of an iron-containing alloy, an aluminum-containing alloy, a copper-containing alloy, and a titanium-containing alloy.

29. The materials quality control method according to claim 2, including heating an iron-and-steel material by induction.

30. The materials quality control method according to claim 3, including heating an iron-and-steel material by induction.

31. The materials quality control method according to claim 4, including heating an iron-and-steel material by induction.

* * * * *